
i. Setup squat rack with weights and safety bars (if using). Hold olympic bar firmly, positioning on upper back (traps) by dipping under the bar. Raise your chest.

ii. Unrack the bar. Squeeze glutes, allowing feet to track slightly outwards. Step back.

iii. Take a deep breath, hold and squat down ensuring you are pushing your knees out while moving your hips back. Squat until your hips are lower than your knees. Keep lower back neutral.

iv. Squat back up to standing exhaling minimally when driving back to standing, ensure knees remain out and chest is raised.

∙ Stance: Feet shoulder width  apart, heels firmly under shoulders.

∙ Feet: Feet angled 30° out. Full foot flat on the floor- heels firmly planted.

∙ Hips: Bend hips and knees at the same time. Move your hips back and down while pushing your knees out as you squat down (ensure no inward knee motion during the squat).

∙ Lower Back: Squat with a natural arch- no excessive arching or rounding. Back should remain neutral.

∙ Bar position: Centre the bar either between your traps and rear delts (low bar- can be beneficial for knee pain) or on your upper traps (high bar- can be beneficial for lower back pain).

∙ Wrists: Risk of wrist injury is increased if you attempt to take any weight with your hands. Rely on your upper back to support the bar.

∙ Upper back: Squeeze your shoulder blades and keep your chest raised.

∙ Chest: Raise your chest prior to lifting the bar, ensure it remains raised throughout the squat.

∙ Head: Keep your head in line with your torso (neutral). Don't look at the ceiling or the floor, keep your head straight.

∙ Depth: Squat down until your hips are lower than your knees.

∙ Breathing: Deep breath pre-squat (with bar supported on traps) hold, when lowering and when driving back to standing (exhale minimally). Repeat.

∙
Strength Increase: by forcing your muscles to generate force to not only squat the weight of the bar but also gravity, your muscles are forced to adapt to this new ask. By increasing said weight, our muscles adapt by getting stronger. This strength increase 
carries over to day-to-day life and sporting efforts.

∙ Muscle Growth: squats work a large group of muscles and as such encourages your body to release growth building hormones, helping you grow bigger and stronger as well as delaying lean muscle atrophy (muscle wastage). 

∙
Fat Loss: your muscles burn energy (calories) when lifting weight, as squats burn more energy than most other exercises, due to the amount of muscles active during a squat, they are a great fat loss aid. Add to that, when squatting heavy weights, a 
metabolic increase is found for hours post-workout (EPOC).

Disclaimer
This guide has been designed to supplement DFPT personal training sessions only to aid independent and unsupervised raining sessions, and is not designed to be exhaustive or fully comprehensive. 

By using this guide you are doing so voluntarily and at your own risk. You should be in good physical condition and not suffering from any medical condition, disability or affliction prior to commencing any training plan or  new exercise 
regime without speaking to a healthcare professional or medical doctor.

Performing exercises detailed in this high-level guide, without prior experience and/ or no supervision from appropriately trained professional  will heighten the risk of serious injury.
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